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A dragon as a coworker? Complicated.Adrien, the silver dragon, has everything most humans could

want. But as a dragon awakened in the modern world he misses his old life, his powers (which have

been temporarily restrained) and the way he used to lord his status over others. But one night when

he sees someone vulnerable, someone with far less than he has ever had, he is forced to adjust his

attitude and step in for someone who needs him. Someone who might just be his mate.Kelsey has

nothing. She&apos;s been kicked down a lot in her life and always gotten back up, but a run-in with

a mysterious stranger who saves her life when she is at her lowest changes everything. Now she

has a job, a place to stay while getting back on her feet, and a man that looks at her with

mysterious, silver eyes. Like all of the men at Date-A-Dragon, Adrien is almost unbelievably

beautiful, but Kelsey has no idea the secrets that lie in store.While Kelsey and Adrien learn to come

together from different worlds, an old enemy from the past is fast approaching. Adrien and Kelsey

will both face the fights of their lives if they want to claim their happy ending.Silver is the second

book in the Date-A-Dragon series! It contains ridiculously hot dragons, steamy romance, and strong,

curvy women. Enjoy!
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I just recently discovered Terry Bolryder's Dragon shifters books and have enjoyed them

immensely. Unfortunately, now it seems that I have caught up and am now having to wait to find out

about the last 2 dragons. I think I liked this series the best so far, because of the emotional depth in

it. There is something a little more special when you watch a character grow into something better.

The heat and the excitement are there, but watching Silver grow was phenomenal. I can't wait for

the rest. I would recommend reading them all in order: Double Dragons, the spin-off Tiger

Protectors, The Awakened Dragons, Rent-a-Dragon and then Date-a-Dragon. The first 3 are

available as boxed sets for the Kindle which is how I got them. If you don't want to read all of them,

then start with The Awakened Dragons, the other 2 series follow closely after that. I am very glad I

discovered these, and think you will be, too. Enjoy!

This is Book 2 in the new Date-A-Dragon series. This is my favorite. It was much better than book

one. This one explained more in detail the things that were hard to completely understand from

Book 1. It kept my attention at all times.It's Adrien and Kelsey's story. He is basically a very grumpy

dragon who is definitely not happy because he is a collared Dragon shifter who has his powers

dormant until he can find his fated mate. He can't believe his friends feel it is with a human. He can't

stand those at all. He is sick and tired of how handsy they are. When he comes across one that

broke into their home and is lying on the floor, he runs her out. He is shocked when he does not see

her get into a vehicle, but realizes something different. He can't let things stand...His Guilt is eating

him up.She is determined to get out of the rain and be safe. She breaks into a building and thinks

she is alone, so she gets into a sleeping bag. Not such as great idea now because she hears

footsteps. What a jerk! Who is handsome to boot. She has to flee and decides to bed down in the

Alley. Maybe not so safe.A really God story. I am glad that the author did so much better in book 2. I

home the next two stories come out soon!

Terry Bolryder writes some of the best shifter romance I've ever had the immense pleasure to read.

Her series sets are amazing!!! I love them all, and own them all. Each and every one are boy one

brilliantly written and with such vivid scenes and storylines you can't not love them. These newest

ones are Rent-a-Dragon, and Date-a-Dragon. This one is Silver's Date-a-Dragon story. Adrien, our

Silver dragon stumbles, literally, into his mate. It totally changes his outlook and humans!!! Beyond

lovely. I can't wait for Sever's story, and possibly Citrine's story with Robbie.

This is the second story in a series about dragons suddenly having to be a part of the modern world



with no prior experience in this new world. The storyline is well developed and I was drawn into the

story from the first. Each dragon must find his mate in order to regain his powers. Money is

apparently not a problem for them, and why they chose to be escorts is beyond me. Needless to

say, they were resounding failures until this strange group is rescued by an equally strange

woman.Adrian, whose powers deal with silver, is the second dragon. He meets Kelsey, his future

mate, as he rescues her from some very nasty men after he sends her out to the very danger he

has to rescue her from. Confused? So was he. She was no pushover to his many charms. And so

the story begins. While each book stands alone, it is more fun to read them in order.

Adrien has everything most humans could want. But he misses his old life, reining over everyoneHe

sits looking threw the window at the world below he's tired of the datesHe tired of women touching

him. Gets pissed when he thinks one has madeIt in and so he throws her out.......... But it feels

wrongKelsey has nothing. She was seeking shelter and the man threwHer out on the street. She's

been kicked down before always gottenUp but this stranger saves her life st her lowest point. But he

alsoGave her a new start. But will the new world and the new start be ableTo handle the darkness

and evil that's coming. Can she handle the secretsCan they stay alive long enough to understand

everything that they feel.Will the past destroy the future.........

This is another great book by Terry Bolryder. It kept me so involved in it I wanted to jump in and

help kick some proverbial butts. As always T. Bolryder writes an interesting, intriguing, funny, sexy

and total delicious book. Mercury got what was coming to him. Now for Sever, he's got to get it

together with this new girl and Citrine has got to get with Robbie that means at least 2more books in

this series. This is another book that's needed in your library. Highly recommend all the series that

T. Bolryder has written. They each and every one are great and mind catching and makes you feel

that you are part of the action.

The premise of the Date a Dragon series really makes them enjoyable to read. The dragons need to

find their mates to get their powers and treasures back. They are thrust into modern day society with

no idea how to survive. Terry Bolryder know how to keep her reader entertained and coming back

for more books to read. These can be read as a standalone but are really captivating if you read

them in order. Character development and back stories are believable and get secondary

characters are so unique that you can't wait for their HEA story to be written. I really enjoy these

books and think you will too.



Is there anyone that can see past the silver Dragon and his attitude to love him or is he destined to

be alone and possibly go back on cryo? Adrien hates humans but to be free he must mate one. In

walks down on her luck and homeless beauty Kelsey. She has been thru a lot and not looking

forward to sleeping on the streets tonight. Fate steps in and both she and Adrien must learn to trust

and love one another. But dark forces are coming and it will be hell to pay if anything happens to

either one of them.
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